The goal of this paper is to develop a machine learning based approach that utilizes phase space alone to separate the Gaia DR2 stars into two categories: those accreted onto the Milky Way from in situ stars that were born within the Galaxy. Traditional selection methods that have been used to identify accreted stars typically rely on full 3D velocity and/or metallicity information, which significantly reduces the number of classifiable stars. The approach advocated here is applicable to a much larger fraction of Gaia DR2. A method known as transfer learning is shown to be effective through extensive testing on a set of mock Gaia catalogs that are based on the Fire cosmological zoom-in hydrodynamic simulations of Milky Way-mass galaxies. The machine is first trained on simulated data using only 5D kinematics as inputs, and is then further trained on a cross-matched
INTRODUCTION
The two dominant theories of Galactic formation have been monolithic collapse (Eggen et al. 1962 ) and a slower build up of merging protogalaxies (Searle & Zinn 1978) . The compatibility of observations with the LambdaCold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model, augmented by cosmological simulations, provides strong support for the hierarchical structure formation hypothesis (White & Rees 1978) . The now prevailing view is that a slow and complex process of accretion provides the majority of the dark matter in a galaxy and builds up the stellar halo (Helmi & White 1999; Bullock et al. 2001; Bullock & Johnston 2005) . There is abundant evidence for such accretion events. For example, the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal galaxy is currently being disrupted into a large stream that fills the sky (Ibata et al. 1994; Majewski et al. 2003) . The Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (Weinberg 1998; Jiang & Binney 1999) , as well as the Field of Streams (Belokurov et al. 2006; Belokurov et al. 2007) , are easily accommodated within this accretion driven framework.
The second release of data from the Gaia satellite (DR2) (Brown et al. 2018 ) allows for identifying more imprints of accretions, further refining the picture. It provides parallax and proper motion measurements for over 1.3 billion stars, with high-quality 6D phase-space measurements available for a local subset of over 5 million stars, these multi-dimensional measurements open the door to a deeper understanding of the Milky Way.
Studies of the Gaia data have already revealed new structures identified as the remnants of the complicated Milky Way accretion history, including Gaia Enceladus (a.k.a. the Gaia Sausage) Helmi et al. 2018; Myeong et al. 2018b; Lancaster et al. 2018) and Sequoia (Myeong et al. 2019) , as well as an abundance of new streams Myeong et al. 2018a; Malhan & Ibata 2018) . Unsurprisingly, searches for such accretion events can be highly nontrivial, as they require identifying clusters of accreted stars that share the same origin against the background of the stellar disk.
While recent attempts have been made at automating structure finding in Gaia data (Malhan & Ibata 2018; Veljanoski et al. 2019; Borsato et al. 2019) , these studies rely on traditional regression and classification techniques. These often require ad hoc parametrizations and are quite sensitive to the way the input data is bostdiek@uoregon.edu lnecib@caltech.edu processed in order to expose meaningful relationships.
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This motivates the use of so-called deep learning techniques, as they are capable of finding non-parametric non-linear relationships in data using unprocessed lowlevel inputs (see e.g. Carleo et al. 2019 , for a recent review of deep-learning applications in the physical sciences). Applications to the Large Hadron Collider (e.g. Larkoski et al. 2017) , the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (e.g. Hezaveh et al. 2017 ), many-body quantum systems (e.g. Zhang et al. 2018) , and galaxy morphology (e.g. Huertas-Company et al. 2018; Domínguez Sánchez et al. 2019 ) make a clear case for the usefulness of deep learning across many disciplines. The power of these algorithms is most evident when used on large datasets that contain many non-trivial correlations that can be leveraged to expose interesting structure.
In this paper, we use deep learning to identify accreted stars within Gaia DR2, which will allow us to boost the size of our sample. We build a deep neuralnetwork-based classifier, trained on a carefully curated combination of state-of-the-art cosmological simulations augmented by a subset of the Gaia data itself. When applied to Gaia DR2, the result is a high-purity catalog of accreted Milky Way stars, which can be used to search for new structures within our Galaxy.
Of crucial importance to the classifiers developed here are the mock catalogs of Sanderson et al. (2018b) . Because it is possible to identify the accreted population at truth level within these simulated datasets, they allow us to test and optimize our approach before applying the methods to real data. Additionally, we rely on these mock catalogs to provide the first stage of training, preparing the network for a further stage of training that utilizes actual Milky Way data. Many efforts in building such mock catalogs already exist. For example, Galaxia (Sharma et al. 2011 ) samples mock stellar halos from Bullock & Johnston (2005) , and mock catalogs based on resampling stars from cosmological simulations have been developed in Bahcall & Soneira (1980) ; Robin & Creze (1986) ; Bienayme et al. (1987) ; Lowing et al. (2015) ; Grand et al. (2018) . However, with the increase in resolution of hydrodynamic simulations (Marinacci et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Fattahi et al. 2016; Grand et al. 2017; Kelley et al. 2018) , and the improved modelling of baryonic physics, simulations of the Milky Way can help make self-consistent predictions for survey outputs, especially by utilizing full knowledge of the formation history.
In this work, we focus on the details of how to use deep neural networks to build a catalog of accreted stars in Gaia. The first science results using this catalog are presented in Necib et al. (2019a) , which uses our catalog to reproduce known structures including Gaia Enceladus and the Helmi stream and identify potential undiscovered structures. In particular, we identify a previouslyunknown massive stream, Nyx, in the vicinity of the Sun comprising more than 10% of local accreted stars. A detailed study of its known properties is presented in Necib et al. (2019b) . This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly review the Fire simulations, with an emphasis on the Gaia mock catalogs. Section 3 reviews the traditional selection methods utilized for identifying accreted stars, which will be useful benchmarks to compare to the approach developed here. Section 4 provides the machine learning architecture, discusses the training procedure, and the incorporation of measurement errors. Section 5 explores the variety of choices we must make, and optimizes them by testing on the mock catalogs. Section 6 briefly explores what physical characteristics of the data the machine is using to identify accreted stars. Section 7 introduces the idea of transfer learning, and validates the procedure on the mock catalogs. Section 8 describes the application to Gaia data, producing the catalog of accreted stars. Finally, Sec. 9 concludes. We include a number of appendices. A brief primer on machine learning and a glossary of terms used in the main text are given in App. A. More validation of the error sampling procedure is provided in App. B. The results for the network that uses kinematic and photometric inputs are provided in App. C.
SIMULATING THE GAIA SKY
Our goal is to develop methods by which we can obtain a catalog of accreted stars. To do so, we build and test our methodology using mock Gaia catalogs derived from the Latte suite of Fire-2 cosmological hydrodynamic simulations of Milky Way-mass halos Hopkins et al. 2018b ) -specifically, those obtained from the simulated galaxies named m12i and m12f from Sanderson et al. (2018b) . This allows us to train and validate our approach on samples where every star's true history is known . Below, we briefly review the physics underlying the mocks, and describe the algorithm used to identify accreted stars.
Fire Simulations and the Gaia Mock Catalogs
The numerical methods and physics in the simulations are presented in extensive detail in Hopkins et al. (2018b) . The Fire-2 simulations are run with GIZMO, 2 a multi-method gravity and hydrodynamics code (Hopkins 2015) , using a hybrid tree-PM gravity solver (see e.g. Springel 2005 ) and the meshless finite-mass (MFM) Lagrangian Godunov solver for hydrodynamics. Radiative heating/cooling is included over the temperature range 10-10 10 K, assuming a uniform but redshiftdependent meta-galactic UV background from FaucherGiguère et al. (2009) , as well as metal-line, molecular, and other processes. Star formation occurs only in selfgravitating (Hopkins et al. 2013) , Jeans unstable, selfshielding/molecular (Krumholz & Gnedin 2011) gas at densities over 1000 cm −3 . Once stars form, all feedback rates are calculated using standard stellar evolution models (e.g. Leitherer et al. 1999) , assuming a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function and the known age, metallicity, and mass of the star particle. The simulations explicitly model mechanical feedback from supernovae (Ia and core-collapse) and stellar mass loss (O/B and AGB) (Hopkins et al. 2018c ) as well as multi-wavelength radiative feedback including photoionization and photoelectric heating and radiation pressure from single and multiple scattering (Hopkins et al. 2018a) .
Our study relies on two Milky Way-mass galaxies from the Latte suite of Fire-2 simulations, m12i and m12f, introduced in ; Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2017) . The simulations adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with (Ω m , Ω b , h, σ 8 , n s ) = (0.272, 0.0455, 0.702, 0.807, 0.961), with a high-resolution "zoom-in" region (e.g. Oñorbe et al. 2014 ), a fully uncontaminated diameter greater than 1.2 Mpc at z = 0, and a baryonic mass resolution ≈ 7000 M surrounding the halo of interest in a large cosmological box. The galaxies m12i and m12f have present-day stellar masses of 5.5 and 6.9 × 10 10 M , respectively, comparable to the Milky Way mass of (5 ± 1) × 10 10 M (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). More detailed stellar halo structure comparisons to the Milky Way for both have been previously presented in Bonaca et al. (2017) ; Sanderson et al. (2018a) . Mock catalog generation is described in Sanderson et al. (2018b) . Each star particle of mass ≈ 7000 M is treated as a single-age, single-metallicity population: individual stars are generated by populating the initial mass function according to the particle properties and distributing them within the star particle volume in phase space. To preserve the wide dynamic range of phase-space densities, the phase-space smoothing kernel is subdivided into 8 age bins for stars formed in situ, while a separate kernel is used for all accreted stars.
Three different solar positions, each defining a different local standard of rest (LSR), are chosen to construct mocks, spaced uniformly around a circle R = 8.2 kpc from the galaxy center, defined by the total angular momentum of disk stars. Lines-of-sight to each star are ray-traced from the solar positions, including extinction and reddening computed self-consistently from the dust and gas in the simulation (and convolved with realistic measurement errors) to compute the observed photometry.
The simulations are not tuned to the Milky Way other than by choosing a dark matter halo of roughly the same mass and choosing from a larger suite of simulations those with similar disk-to-bulge ratios (GarrisonKimmel et al. 2018 ) and total stellar masses. They are therefore not perfect Milky Way analogues. While the total mass (see above) and radial distribution of stars in the disk are quite similar (e.g. the radius enclosing 90% of the stellar mass within |z| < 1.1 kpc is 2.7 kpc (3.4 kpc) in m12i (m12f), compared to 2.6 ± 0.5 kpc in the Milky Way), the stellar velocity dispersion and scale-height at R are somewhat larger (e.g. the volume-density of stars within |z| < 200 pc for both is ∼ 20 M pc −3 , versus ∼ 40 M pc −3 for the Milky Way from Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). Likewise, present-day galaxy-wide star formation rates in simulated galaxies are ∼ 3-8 M yr −1 , compared to ∼ 1.5-3 M yr −1 in the Milky Way (Chomiuk & Povich 2011).
Identifying Accreted Simulated Stars
We derive truth labels for the simulated stars using the method of Necib et al. (2018) . Our algorithm for tracking the origin of these stars begins by first locating the ones within a Galactocentric distance r GC < 16 kpc at the present day. Stars that do not pass this cut have poor kinematic resolution in Gaia DR2, and are therefore not of interest here. For our purposes, accreted stars are defined as bound to a dark matter subhalo that fell into the galaxy. To find such stars, we first define subhalos by applying the Rockstar phase-space finder 3 (Behroozi et al. 2013) to the dark matter particles alone. We assign stars to these subhalos by then working backwards from the present day to redshift z = 99, spanning 600 individual snapshots of the simulation. At each snapshot, all stars within the virial radius R 200m whose velocity is within 2.5 σ of the velocity dispersion for a given subhalo are associated with that subhalo. If a star is associated with a particular subhalo (other than the main halo) for 3 out of 4 consecutive snapshots, it is designated as belonging to that subhalo.
We label these star particles as accreted, and label 3 https://bitbucket.org/pbehroozi/rockstar-galaxies those that do not pass this selection as in situ. To validate this procedure, we also use an alternative approach and apply a cut on the formation distance from the central galaxy at 20 kpc (25 kpc) on m12i (m12f) (see Sanderson et al. 2018a , Fig. 1 ). This results in a similar categorization into accreted and in situ stars. Specifically, for the stars identified by either of these methods, ∼ 74% (65%) are selected by both, ∼ 7% (17%) are selected only by the high formation distance, and the remaining ∼ 19% (18%) are selected only using the merger history for m12i (m12f).
The primary task of this work is to develop a neural network to distinguish between accreted and in situ stars. To benchmark the success of such networks, we will compare them to standard selection methods used in the literature. The "traditional" approaches take advantage of the fact that the origin of a star is known to be correlated with its stellar position, velocity, and/or chemical composition. Relying on simple models for stellar distributions with respect to these inputs, one can motivate a set of selection criteria to identify accreted stars. In what follows, we will benchmark the performance of the machine against three specific traditional approaches, which we refer to as the V (e.g. Nissen & Schuster 2010) , VM (e.g. Helmi et al. 2017; Posti et al. 2018) and ZM selections (e.g. Herzog-Arbeitman et al. 2018; Necib et al. 2018) . The methods, along with their names, are explained in more detail below.
In Fig. 1 , we plot Toomre diagrams of the truth-level velocity distributions of accreted and in situ stars for LSR0 of m12i before applying measurement uncertainties. These plots present the three components of velocity in a Cartesian coordinate system where v x points from the Galactic center to the sun, v y points along the direction of the rotation of the Galactic disk, and v z points towards the angular momentum vector of the disk. We require that all stars in the mock catalog have a small parallax error (δ / ≤ 0.10) and a measured radial velocity. Note that for the mock datasets, the parallax error cut also acts an an effective distance cut and removes stars farther than ∼ 4.5 kpc away. The in situ population is expected to rotate with the disk, consistent with its highest density being near v LSR = (0, 224, 0) km/s. The accreted population, on the other hand, is relatively uniformly distributed in the Toomre diagram. It is however worth noting the presence of structure in the accreted population, which Stars / 50 (km/s) 2 Figure 1 . Truth-level Toomre distributions for LSR0 of m12i with δ / < 0.10 and measured vr. Bright yellow regions denote higher density while the darker blue regions denote lower density, with density ranging from 1-10 3 stars/50 (km/s) 2 . The outer (inner) dashed lines denote |v − vLSR| > 224 km/s (124 km/s) with vLSR = (0, 224, 0) km/s. Velocities are given in Cartesian coordinates centered on the sun, with the x axis oriented away from the Galactic center. Accreted stars are essentially uniformly distributed in this plane, although with structure clearly visible, while the in situ stars peak towards vLSR, as expected.
could be the imprint of particular merger events.
In what follows, we frequently refer to the purity and accreted efficiency of a given selection criterion. By purity we mean the fraction of stars defined by a given selection criterion that carry an accreted truth label:
Efficiency is defined as the fraction of all available truthlevel stars that are identified, with accreted ( A ) and in situ efficiency ( I ) defined as:
A larger A means that a greater fraction of accreted stars are selected, but one does not want to do this at the expense of picking in-situ stars. The purity is a measure of this contamination. A simple approach to separating the two stellar populations is to apply the V selection criterion (Nissen & Schuster 2010 ): a star with velocity v is defined as accreted if |v − v LSR | > |v LSR | = 224 km/s. Figure 2a shows the accreted distribution inferred using this criterion. This method clearly biases the selected accreted population in velocity space as it aggressively removes all stars with velocities close to v LSR , while still presenting significant contamination near the cutoff. As a result, in this case we find a purity of 9.6%, but with an accreted efficiency of A = 86% due to the relatively inclusive selection criterion. As this method utilizes the 3D velocity, it is only applicable for stars that have lineof-sight velocity measurements in addition to the proper motion measurements.
To improve upon this kinematic-only selection criterion, one can use stellar metallicity as an additional handle. This is the reasoning underlying the method we refer to as the velocity and metallicity or VM selection (Helmi et al. 2017; Posti et al. 2018 ). This approach is implemented in two stages. First, the 3D velocity distribution of the stars is fit to a two-component Gaussian mixture model. One group has a peak consistent with the disk (again v LSR ). The accreted population is defined to be stars having [Fe/H] < −1 and more likely to belong to the Gaussian component whose peak velocity is not consistent with the disk. As is evident from Fig. 2b , this selection criteria allows one to identify accreted stars whose kinematics are more similar to those of the disk. The accreted efficiency of the resulting selection is again A = 86% but now with a purity of 30.5%. Although the fraction of falsely labeled accreted stars decreases as compared to the V selection, they still make up a majority of the selected sample. Relative to the V selection, this method can only be applied to a smaller fraction of stars as it requires a metallicity measurement; see Table 8 which provides the relevant statistics for Gaia DR2.
Both of these approaches demonstrate the intuitive fact that hard cuts on stellar velocities will tend to bias the kinematics of the resulting sample. Therefore, one must take great care when using the resulting samples as the input to any study that aims to reconstruct the velocity distribution of the accreted stellar population. An alternative approach is to separate out the in situ Toomre diagrams for m12i LSR0 for stars passing traditional cut-based selection criteria, see Fig. 1 for the truth-level plots. The velocity based criterion in Figures 2a and 2b introduces an asymmetry in the Toomre plane, which is absent in Fig. 2c . Only the V selection is possible with Gaia DR2 without cross-matching with other catalogs. The purities and efficiencies of all methods are presented in Table 1 .
population based on the position and metallicity of the stars alone. This motivates the z and metallicity or ZM selection (Herzog-Arbeitman et al. 2018; Necib et al. 2018) , which identifies accreted stars by selecting for those with |z| > 1.5 kpc and [Fe/H] < −1.5. As is clear by inspecting Fig. 2c , this requirement is the most conservative, with an accreted efficiency of only 2.4%. However, for the same mock Gaia catalog, it leads to a purity of 50.9% with no obvious bias visible in the Toomre diagram. The performance of these methods, summarized in Table 1 , is a testament to the challenge of trying to develop unbiased accreted star selection criteria while maintaining high purity and efficiency. A price is paid in statistics to apply the kinematic selection criteria of these methods. Specifically, in Gaia DR2, only 0.3% of stars have accurate 6D phase-space measurements. Cross-matching with other observations is required to get metallicities, reducing this to merely 0.02% of the full dataset in the case of RAVE DR5, see Table 8 for context. However, it is worth emphasizing that these issues persist even if full 3D velocity and metallicity measurements are available. One of the primary benefits of our methodology is its relative flexibility with respect to the completeness of stellar data available. As we demonstrate below, the machine learning algorithms employed here achieve comparable or better purity of accreted stars, even in cases where the full 6D phase space and/or chemical composition is not available.
MACHINE LEARNING ON Fire
Our goal is to identify accreted stars even in cases where the full phase-space information and/or chemical abundances are unavailable. To this end, we train a number of dense multilayer feed-forward neural networks as classifiers to distinguish between accreted and in situ stars. A brief introduction to the structure and training of these neural networks, along with a glossary of relevant machine learning terms, is provided in App. A. In the bulk of this paper, we will explore the power and limitations of this approach using simulated stellar catalogs, while in Sec. 8 we apply these lessons to data from Gaia DR2.
Neural Network Architecture
Our neural networks are implemented and trained with the Keras package (Chollet et al. 2015) using the TensorFlow backend (Abadi et al. 2015) . All networks in this study are constructed with five layers (the input, three hidden layers, and the output). The networks take between 4 and 9 measured quantities per star as inputs -these variations will be discussed in detail below. The hidden layers consist of 100 nodes each, using a ReLU activation function, i.e., h(x) = max(0, x). The final output layer consists of a single node with sigmoid activation in order to scale the output to lie in the range from 0 to 1. The neural network output S(star) denotes the value returned when applied to a given star, whose ideal behavior is
In practice, a continuous range of outputs is produced; larger (smaller) values indicate greater network confidence that a star is accreted (in situ). The desired balance of background rejection versus signal efficiency translates into a choice of what value of S(star) to use as a selection cut. Training is performed by adjusting the neural network weights to minimize a loss function, i.e., a function chosen to smoothly vanish when truth labels and network output for a star agree, evaluated on a training set. Here, we use a weighted version of a standard choice for binary classification, the binary cross entropy:
where y i is the truth label of the star (0 for in situ, 1 for accreted), f i is the network prediction, N is the total number of stars in the sample, and w i is the sample weight of the star (defined below). For a motivation of these choices, see App. A.
Training and Error Sampling
To develop a robust classifier, we incorporate all uncertainties in the input variables into our training methodology. This avoids letting the classifier learn to heavily rely on kinematic or photometric properties of stars that are not actually well-measured. Additional justification for our error sampling approach is provided in App. B.
Because the in situ stars outnumber the accreted stars by a factor of ∼ 100 for stars with δ / < 0.10, we introduce compensating weights for the two populations.
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A larger weight for accreted stars ensures that the network is more sensitive to their properties during training. However, too large a weight would risk making the algorithms too sensitive to statistical fluctuations in the accreted subsample. Balancing between these concerns, we introduce a compensating factor of 5 in the weights relative to their proportion in the training set,
In addition, we set the size of the training batches so that there is an average of 5 accreted stars in each batch.
This leads to a batch size of 915 for data sets using v los measurements, and one of 565 when v los is not used. We do not perform a comprehensive optimization over these choices, since we confirmed that the results are not very sensitive to the specific choice of relative weights or batch size. However, we note that the Keras default batch size of 32 yielded very inefficient training. The training proceeds as follows. A given mock catalog is split into three subsets: one for training, one for validation, and one for testing. The validation and testing subsets each have a fixed size of 1 million unique stars. The training set is comprised of the remaining stars, in all cases consisting of at least 9.3 million stars.
For each star evaluated during training, we incorporate the impact of finite errors by generating 20 new instances of that star from a normal distribution whose center is the observed value and whose standard deviations are taken to be the observational uncertainties. The input variables for the stars (including all the "stars" generated by the random sampling procedure) are then rescaled so that the inputs are all roughly the same size. Specifically, the rescaling is chosen such that (over the stars of m12i LSR0 mock catalog with δ / < 0.10) each input has a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. Table 2 provides the full list of inputs, as well as the mean and variance used for the rescaling. Note that this rescaling is performed with the values in Table 2 for all the datasets used in this work: m12i, m12f, and Gaia DR2. Before training, the network weights are initialized with the default glorot uniform method (Glorot & Bengio 2010) , which ensures that the initial variance of the inputs to each node is independent of its position in the network.
An epoch of training consists of two parts. First, we perform one iteration over all the batches in the training set, decreasing the loss function given in Eq. (4) for each batch in turn by updating the weights using the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba 2015) . The initial learning rate is set to 10 −3 . The learning rate controls how much the weights change. Then, after iterating over all Table 2 . Inputs used for star classifications. The mean and standard deviation come from the m12i LSR0 mock catalog derived from the Fire simulation and are used to rescale the measurements such that for m12i LSR0 all network inputs have a mean of zero and unit variance. These scale factors are applied to all the datasets used in this work: m12i, m12f, and Gaia DR2.
of the batches in the training set, a similar procedure is performed using the validation set, including the random sampling over the observational errors. However, only the loss is calculated -the network weights are not updated during validation. This defines one epoch of training. The stars in the training set are then randomly shuffled and the next epoch begins.
If the loss calculated on the validation set does not improve for 5 epochs of training, the learning rate is reduced by a factor of 10, but is not allowed to decrease below 10 −6 . Training ends when the validation loss has not improved for 10 epochs. This procedure typically takes ∼ 50 epochs to complete. Specifying training completion in terms of validation set loss allows us to ensure that the network has the best potential to generalize to stars that it was not trained on. The value of the loss between the validation and training sets was comparable so we did not find it necessary to implement additional procedures that help avoid overfitting such as regularization or dropout. Once the network weights are fixed, all performance metrics are computed on the test set.
TACTICS FOR HUNTING ACCRETED STARS
In this section, we explain our approach for optimizing the neural network configuration. Through extensive testing on the mock catalogs, we address the question of how many input measurements (and what error tolerances) are required to effectively yield a large-statistic, high-purity sample of accreted stars. First, we will explore the impact of eliminating the network's access to one or more of the six phase-space degrees of freedom
). An optimal selection of inputs is critical because Gaia does not measure all six d.o.f. with the same level of accuracy. Then, we will investigate to what extent including photometry and/or metallicity into the analysis improves the network's ability to discriminate. Finally, we will discuss how well the network generalizes from one viewpoint of a simulated galaxy to another. This informs how well we can expect a network trained on simulation to behave when applied to the actual Gaia dataset. Further aspects of generalization to other simulations and Gaia data itself are discussed in Sec. 7.
Performance Versus Input Dimensionality
We begin by considering how performance is affected when greater or fewer input phase-space d.o.f. are provided to the network. We use three choices of kinematic networks:
• 4D: l, b, pmra, pmdec
• 6D: l, b, pmra, pmdec, parallax, radial velocity
In addition, we also test the impact of providing the networks with access to photometry or metallicity:
• Kinematic + Photometric: l, b, pmra, pmdec, (parallax, [radial velocity]), phot g mean mag, phot bp mean mag, phot rp mean mag Table 3 . Detailed composition of stars within the m12i LSR0 dataset with a measurement of radial velocity v los and parallax error δ / < 0.10. The stars are divided into training, validation, and testing sets when utilized for training the neural network and testing its subsequent performance. For each set, we provide the number of true accreted and in situ stars as well as the purity, which is defined as the number of truly accreted stars selected divided by the total number of stars in the particular dataset.
where by (parallax, [radial velocity]) we denote that the kinematics will be specified as 4D, 5D, or 6D (as defined above) in the results.
To compare networks, we use the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. A ROC curve is a parametric curve generated by comparing the accreted (signal) versus in situ (background) efficiency as the cut on the network output, which measures the network's confidence in its classification, is scanned from 0 to 1. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a simple indicator of a network's ability to separate signal from background. An AUC of 1 implies that every star is perfectly identified, while an AUC of 0.5 is equivalent to a random guess. Note that for a given background rejection factor ( −1 I ), a larger accreted efficiency A represents a better classifier, so that an ideal classifier has a ROC curve that asymptotes to the top left corner of the plots, e.g. see Fig. 3 .
We compare the ROCs for various networks to the performance of the traditional selection methods introduced in Sec. 3. In this way, we can assess what input variables are needed to match or exceed their performance. As these traditional methods define a unique signal region, they do not yield a continuum of operating points. Therefore, each is represented as a single point on a ROC plot. Due to the requirements of most of these traditional methods, we are only able to apply them to a subset of the mock stars from the m12i LSR0 catalog: those with parallax measurement errors δ / < 0.10 and radial velocities v los . Therefore, all of the results (both machine learning and cut-based) in this sub-section are performed using only this 6D subset. Table 3 gives the division of the mock data into training, validation, and test sets. We train a series of neural networks following the procedure of Sec. 4.2, so that performance using the validation set are what determines when training is completed. Then ROC curves are computed using the test set. The resulting behavior is shown in Fig. 3 for the different networks. The upper panels show the results for networks that see 4D (on-thesky position and velocity), 5D (adding parallax), or 6D (adding radial velocity) kinematics, from left to right. Within each panel, the solid, dotted, and dashed lines represent networks that use only kinematics, kinematics + photometry, or kinematics + metallicity, respectively. The grey markers display the working points for the cutbased methods. (The ZM selection lies outside the plot range, but is given in Table 1.) Using 4D kinematics alone (Fig. 3 , upper left panel), the neural network does not achieve the level of classification obtained by the traditional methods. However, by adding in the photometric inputs, the performance dramatically improves because the photometric magnitude is correlated with the distance (or parallax) and the metallicity. Furthermore, since most of the accreted stars in m12i have lower metallicity than the in situ stars, having direct access to [Fe/H] yields even better network performance.
Next, we train a network to use 5D kinematic inputs, where the parallax measurement is now made available. The bottom left panel of Fig. 3 shows that the 5D kinematics-only network using parallax has significantly better performance than the 4D kinematics-only case. As shown in the upper middle panel of Fig. 3 , including parallax in the kinematics-only network allows for performance close to that of the V selection. When the additional photometric information is added, the network can nearly achieve the performance of the VM selection. As parallax and photometric information is available for a large fraction of the stars in Gaia DR2, this initially appears to be a very encouraging result. However, as we demonstrate below, networks that utilize photometric information do not generalize as well, and so the primary focus of this paper will be on the kinematic networks.
Finally, the right panel in the upper row of Fig. 3 includes the radial velocity information, giving the network access to the complete 6D phase space.
6 Unsurprisingly, having 6D information allows the networks to achieve excellent distinguishing power between accreted and in situ stars. When combined with photometric or metallicity information, the resultant networks outperform the standard methods. In all cases the net- Metrics on the test set of stars from the m12i LSR0 Fire mock catalog with v los measurements and δ / < 0.10. Such ROC curves compare the accreted and in situ efficiencies, as defined in Eq. (2), for different networks. In general, a network has better performance if the accreted efficiency is high, and the in situ efficiency is low, i.e., if the ROC curve tends to the top left of a given plot. In this figure, the label on each curve denotes what information the network had access to at training, and the plot title indicates the common network input for all curves in that plot. Note that the same nine curves are plotted in the top row and the bottom row -they are only organized differently to make the comparisons as transparent as possible. The gray symbols denote the performance for the V and VM selections described in Sec. 3. ZM is out of the range of the plots, as it has an in situ efficiency of 1.8 × 10 −4 and an accreted efficiency of 3.3 × 10 −2 . The network performance consistently beats the traditional methods in all cases where metallicity is included as an input, even if only 4D kinematics are available. The addition of photometric inputs provides a relative improvement compared to kinematics-only networks, although it is not as powerful as metallicity.
works provide superior performance when given access to equivalent information. Unfortunately, line-of-sight velocity measurements are currently only available for a small fraction of stars in Gaia DR2, see Table 8 . However, these results certainly motivate updating our analysis for future Gaia data releases (as well as groundbased spectroscopic surveys such as LAMOST (Deng et al. 2012) , DESI (Aghamousa et al. 2016) , and SDSS-V (Kollmeier et al. 2017) that will include more stars with 6D measurements.
The bottom row of panels in Fig. 3 contain the same nine curves, but organized by the extra information provided to the network: kinematics only, kinematics + photometric, and kinematics + metallicity, respectively. The different curves now indicate the cases of 4D, 5D or 6D kinematics. While adding more information is clearly better, this makes it clear that systematically there is a larger gain in going from 4D to 5D than from 5D to 6D, especially when only the kinematic information is provided (left bottom panel).
These results demonstrate that deep learning can exploit hidden correlations in the data to identify accreted stars. That being said, it is not obvious how this approach can generalize if the test/validation sets include incomplete information about the stars, or when applying the networks trained on one location to another viewpoint within a simulated galaxy. We turn to addressing these questions next.
Generalizing from Nearby to Faraway Stars
The previous subsection focused on the subset of stars with small parallax errors and radial velocities. We now consider how the network performance is affected if we train a network on the subset of stars that are closest to the viewpoint (and hence satisfy the requirement of having δ / < 0.10 and a measurement of v los ) using only Table 4 . Same as Table 3 , but with no requirement of v los , i.e., requiring parallax errors δ / < 0.10 only. Removing the requirement on v los increases the sample size by a factor of ∼ 5 and the number of accreted stars by a factor of ∼ 9. 5D kinematic information, and then apply the network to a larger data set consisting of stars that are farther away and therefore are not measured as well. Comparing the star counts in Table 3 and Table 4 reveals that the size of the mock dataset increases by about a factor of 5 by relaxing these quality cuts. However, this increase is not evenly distributed between accreted and in situ stars; the fraction of truth-level accreted stars within the training set increases from 0.55% to 0.88%. We will see that indeed the network is learning general enough features for this extrapolation to yield useful results, which will ultimately bolster our ability to produce a high statistics sample of accreted stars. In Sec. 5.1, we demonstrated the extent to which using 5D rather than 4D kinematics improves network classification performance. Repeating this test on the mock data with no v los requirement, the conclusions are unchanged. Therefore, we only show the results for 5D kinematics going forward.
The ROC curves for the 5D networks are presented in Fig. 4 . The blue lines correspond to the networks that were trained on stars with δ / < 0.10. In contrast, the networks depicted by the orange lines were trained on stars that were additionally required to have a line-of-sight velocity measurement, i.e., training only involves the more nearby stars. Note that these results are different than those presented in Fig. 3 , because the network is now applied to test stars which may or may not have line-of-sight velocities.
First, we highlight the two solid lines in Fig. 4 , which only use 5D kinematic information as network inputs. The orange and blue solid lines are essentially indistinguishable. This indicates that there is little drop in performance when the requirement of a radial velocity measurement is imposed, which makes sense when the network is only trained using 5D kinematics. Looking forward, this makes it plausible that we can use the small subset of stars within Gaia DR2 that have radial velocity measurements to train a network on actual stars. If the network only uses the 5D kinematic information for the stars, the network will safely generalize to stars with no radial velocity measurements. Testing how networks trained on nearby/bright stars generalize to farther/dimmer stars, using test data of the m12i LSR0 Fire mock catalog. We compare results where the network is trained on stars with δ / < 0.1 with either v los measurements required (orange) or not (blue). Solid or dotted lines indicate if the network uses 5D kinematics or also includes photometry as inputs. All networks are tested on the 5D dataset, such that stars have a small parallax error, but they may or may not have a radial velocity measurement. The network that only uses 5D kinematics gives equivalent results regardless of whether it is trained on data with radial velocities or not, i.e., the solid blue and orange lines are comparable. However, we find that when 5D kinematics + photometry are used as inputs, the network performance is significantly hampered when training on the data set with radial velocities and testing on the broader data set with no v los requirement, i.e., the dotted orange line is suppressed relative to the dotted blue line.
Next, we consider what happens when photometry is included in the training (dotted lines in Fig. 4) . When training and testing on stars that may not have radial velocities (blue), the inclusion of photometric data improves the performance of the network, as anticipated from the previous section. However, something surprising happens when the network is trained on stars with radial velocity measurements and is then applied to the less restrictive data set (orange line). Contrary to expectations, this network performs the worst when high purity is demanded. The explanation for this can be inferred from the apparent brightness plots for the two mock data sets in Fig. 5 . This figure shows that the stars with a line-of-sight velocity measurement are generally brighter than those without v los . Since the network that is trained on a more restrictive nearby dataset does not see stars with an apparent brightness above 15, it does not properly identify stars with larger brightness in the expanded data set. Tables 3 and 4 in the left and right panel, respectively. In situ stars are indicated by the blue lines, and accreted stars are shown as orange lines. Networks that are trained on stars with δ / < 0.10 and v los measurements (left panel), using both 5D kinematics and photometry as inputs, do not perform well when tested on all stars with δ / < 0.10 (right panel). This result was demonstrated in Fig. 4 , and here we expose the root of the problem. A network that is trained on stars where v los is required only sees relatively bright stars and does not generalize well when applied to a data set where dimmer stars are present.
This motivates us to focus our attention on the 5D kinematic network. Going forward, the networks will not be given access to photometric information. Appendix C shows the resulting analysis when using the network with photometry.
The results of this section have demonstrated that it is possible to use the measurements available for a large portion of Gaia DR2 to separate in situ and accreted stars. Next, we will explore the extent to which a network trained on one location within a galaxy can be applied to another.
Exploring Multiple LSRs
Three synthetic Gaia surveys are provided for m12i (Sanderson et al. 2018b) , each separated in the plane of the disk by angular intervals of 2π/3. These surveys allow one to study the effects of features like the bar and spiral arms, which break rotational symmetry. Moving between these viewpoints provides a way to validate the level to which the networks rely on features that are specific to a particular LSR. One might be concerned that the neural network is performing so well by memorizing localized substructures. Since moving between LSRs causes these substructures to occupy very different regions of the 5D phase space (and possibly removes them), passing this test tells us that our algorithms are learning gross features of the galaxy, as opposed to merely remembering the particulars of a specific viewpoint.
Thus far, all results have utilized mock data taken from m12i LSR0. Now we will assess the impact of moving to a different position using the surveys of m12i denoted by LSR1 and LSR2. We again select stars with 5D kinematics (small parallax errors and no requirement on line-of-sight velocity measurements). From this subset, we then assign 1 million stars for validation and 1 million for testing. For reference, we note that the LSR1 and LSR2 datasets are slightly larger than that of LSR0; the stars in each survey are unique.
We train new neural networks on each of the LSRs. The plots in Fig. 6 show the resulting ROC curves derived from a number of different networks that are only trained on the 5D kinematic information for each of the three LSRs and a combination of the two not being used for testing. Each network is then tested on the LSR1 and LSR2 datasets (left and right panels, respectively). In both panels, the orange line (top in the legend) shows the performance that can be achieved using each local training set and applying it to the same LSR. This serves to benchmark the performance of the various networks as it allows our networks to see local kinematic information during training. The yellow lines (bottom in the legend) depict the networks that are trained on LSR0 and applied to either LSR1 (left panel) or LSR2 (right panel); the lavender lines in the left (right) panel depict the networks trained on LSR2 and applied to LSR1 The networks are trained and tested on the subset of stars that have small parallax errors, and only use 5D kinematics as inputs. The orange line shows the result of training and testing on the same LSR; this provides a benchmark for the best that the network can do. In cases where the network is trained on a different LSR than which it is tested, the performance is not dramatically worsened. This suggests that the network is learning gross features that distinguish accreted from in situ stars, rather than detailed features of a specific galaxy.
and vice versa, respectively. In both cases, the lavender ROC curves out-perform the yellow, showing that LSR1 and LSR2 are more similar to each other than to LSR0. The first lesson we learn from these figures is that the networks are relying on distinguishing features that are universal to all three LSRs, which is why even the worst curve (in yellow) still does a good job rejecting background. For the LSR0 curve, at a fixed false positive rate I of 0.01, the accreted efficiency A is 0.40 (0.34) for the left (right) plot. As a comparison, the VM selection had a false positive rate of 0.017 and selected accreted stars at a rate of 0.89 -but it requires both 3D velocities and metallicity, which are not necessarily present in this data set. On the other hand, the loss of performance experienced by the networks trained on stars from the same catalog (the orange lines) show that the networks are taking advantage of some additional detailed structures that does not appear in all frames of reference.
Since we want to keep our neural network from learning too many specific details of any particular simulated reference frame, we choose to train it on multiple mock surveys simultaneously. The purple curves in Fig. 6 display the result of this test. In the left panel, we see that the network trained on both LSR0 and LSR2 behaves similarly to that trained only on LSR2, which is better than the one only using LSR0. In the right panel, we see that the combined network does not perform as well as that using LSR1, but does do better than that using LSR0. However, in both cases the performance of the combined network is closer to the higher-performing viewpoint extrapolation. This is encouraging, since a priori we have no way of knowing which choice of training sample will give better performance. In comparison to training on the worse-performing LSR0 alone, at a false positive rate of 0.01 the combined network gives a gain in the accreted efficiency of 9% (19%) for the left (right) plot.
We conclude that training on multiple mock catalogs both raises the baseline performance and helps the networks to focus on general features to distinguish accreted from in situ stars without overemphasizing particular local substructure. Two comments are in order. First, we remind the reader that all of the examples explored here were taken from the same simulated galaxy. One might be concerned that the network is still learning specifics of m12i, which are common among the different LSR catalogs (even though the stars themselves only fall into one catalog, since we have restricted the distance from the mock satellite to ∼ 4 kpc). As part of Sec. 7, we will address this issue by utilizing another simulated galaxy (m12f) and by applying a method known as transfer learning. The second comment is that there is a downside to having an overly general network, since the ideal machine would know about detailed properties of the Milky Way. We will at least partially accommodate this desire by bootstrapping our training with actual Milky Way data in order to let the machine learn and subsequently expose the local substructure present in the Gaia data.
WHAT THE MACHINE IS USING TO CLASSIFY
The results presented thus far make it clear that the neural network can distinguish between accreted and in situ stars. This section presents an analysis that utilizes the "data planing" method (Chang et al. 2018) to suggest what information is important for classification.
The power of neural networks is that they can learn complex representations of the data from low-level inputs. The goal of this technique is to expose the highlevel variables being utilized by the machine. To this end, we construct a "planed" dataset by removing highlevel information from the original data. One can then train a new network on the planed data, with the drop in resulting network performance as a quantitative measure of the importance of that variable for the original classifier. An example of a high-level variable that will prove to carry a lot of discriminating power is the rotational velocity of the stars in the galactic frame. Note that the network must learn something analogous to both variable estimation and coordinate transformation on the 5D kinematic inputs to take advantage of this information, since the velocity measurements provided are neither complete nor in cylindrical coordinates.
When planing the data, we suppress information by first generating a histogram in the variable of interest for the accreted and in situ stars separately. Each star is then given a weight inversely proportional to the probability that it falls in a particular bin. These weights are applied to each sample within the loss function during training, which is analogous to uniformly sampling over the given variable. Therefore, when we plane in, e.g. the rotational velocity, the network should not see the peak associated with the stars rotating with the disk.
Any observable that is correlated with the planed variable will have an altered distribution with respect to the original data set. Figure 7 shows an example of the planing process on m12i LSR0 for the stars with δ / < 0.10 and a v los measurement. The left column displays the initial distributions of v φ and the proper motion in the right ascension direction (µ α ) on the top and bottom panel, respectively. The distributions after weighting the samples in inverse proportion to the v φ probabilities are shown in the right column. By design, the v φ distributions in the planed data set are uniform, up to statistical noise. The lower right plot for µ α shows that uniformly sampling the stars over v φ impacts the distributions of the input variables.
Planing the data results in poorer network performance, as can be quantified using a metric such as the AUC. By comparing the results of networks trained on different planed datasets, we can assess how important Arb.
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µ α [mas/year] Figure 7 . Data planing allows one to determine which highlevel variables play an important role in the network classification. In this procedure, one starts with the initial histogram of a particular variable, in this example, the rotational velocity v φ (top left), and then suppresses the information by weighting each star inversely by the probability that it falls within a particular histogram bin (top right). The planing procedure effectively removes the v φ information from the dataset, but also affects the distribution of other variables. For example, the bottom row shows the proper motion in the right ascension, µα, distributions before and after planing in v φ . By running the networks on the planed datasets, one can estimate the importance of the planed variable in driving the classification. The distributions in this figure pertain to the subset of m12i LSR0 with small paralex errors and a measurement of v los .
different observables are for the classification. The more important the planed variable, the larger the reduction of the AUC. The AUC of networks trained on different planed datasets is shown in Table 5 . We choose to use Galactocentric cylindrical coordinates (v R , v φ , v z ) as the highlevel variables, as this reflects the symmetry of the disk. Using the full dataset (without planing), the base AUC score is 0.96. Removing the φ positional information of the stars actually slightly improves the score, presumably because this transformation of the data simply enforces the underlying cylindrical symmetry of the disk. Within the solar neighborhood, we also do not expect the galactic distance to play a large role, and we see that removing this only slightly changes the performance. For contrast, since the in situ stars are clustered around z = 0 kpc (the disc), planing in z reveals that this variable is somewhat important to the network. Interestingly, even though the network has access to the Table 5 . The area under the ROC curve (AUC) for networks trained on different planed datasets of the m12i LSR0 catalog, and using only 5D kinematics. We show the result of attempting to classify when the high-level information φ, R, z, vz, vR, and v φ has been removed from the original dataset. The extent to which the AUC is lowered when removing information represents how important that variable is in distinguishing accreted stars. For comparison, we also provide the AUC for the original (un-planed) data. Of the simple kinematic variables considered, the disk rotation is the most crucial, lowering the AUC from 0.96 to 0.75. This suggests that, even though the machine is not given enough information to fully reconstruct v φ , it is still inferring a set of correlations of the input variables that correspond to this quantity.
3D position and only 2D velocity, evenly sampling over any of the velocity components reduces the performance more than removing position. As anticipated, this shows quantitatively that the rotation of the disk is the most significant variable for classifying the accreted stars. Even though the networks are not using the information shown in Table 5 directly, these results hint at what the machine is learning. Specifically, there is more discriminating power in the kinematic distributions than in the position information. This additionally explains how the networks are able to generalize so well when testing on different LSRs in a specific galaxy: v φ does not vary dramatically among them.
We note that while v φ is the most important variable considered here, it does not reduce the AUC to 0.5, reflecting that the machine is relying on additional information. Correlations among the variables considered here are likely important. However, planing is difficult in multiple dimensions, especially when the underlying distributions are not smooth, and is beyond the scope of this work.
TRANSFER LEARNING ON Fire
In the last section, we showed that neural networks are able to take advantage of non-trivial kinematic correlations among the 5D inputs to distinguish stars accreted onto a galaxy versus those born within the galaxy. For instance, even though the algorithm is not given v φ directly -there is in fact not even enough information available to fully reconstruct v φ -it still infers that the combination of observables roughly corresponding to v φ is an important quantity. However, all of these results are based on a study of a single simulated galaxy, and so one may be concerned that the kinematic features being used to discriminate will not be relevant for other galaxies. In this section, we will demonstrate that this worry is unfounded, in that the network's performance is largely maintained when applying it to a different galaxy with a distinct merger history. To account for the differences between galaxies, we will use of a scheme known as transfer learning to refine a network's performance on the particular galaxy of interest. Our implementation of this approach requires initial training on a simulated galaxy, followed by additional restricted training on (simulated or real) data from another galaxy.
Transfer Learning Methodology
Transfer learning refers to a training strategy whose goal is to utilize a model trained for one task (perhaps where there is a large high quality data set) to perform a different, albeit related, task (Caruana 1994; Bengio 2011; Bengio et al. 2011; Donahue et al. 2013; Yosinski et al. 2014 ). The utility of this approach has been demonstrated for image recognition tasks, where the idea is that certain layers of a deep network have learned to recognize specific features in an image, e.g. eyes or legs. However, a network that was trained on many images of high-quality stock photos may not work well for blurry, poorly-lit user images, even though the objects to be identified have many features in common with the stock photos. Thus, instead of initializing the "blurry" network with random weights, the paradigm of transfer learning starts with the weights determined by training on the stock photos. This procedure is often referred to in the literature as pre-training. Ideally, this implies that the network starts its second round of training near the minimum of the loss function, such that only minor tweaks are needed to optimize for the new data.
Our network will be pre-trained on simulated galaxy catalogs (in analogy with the stock photos), which are similar to the Milky Way. By training on multiple catalogs, we will obtain a network that is only sensitive to general dynamical features. Then, transfer learning will be performed on a separate data set from another simulated galaxy. This will result in a network that can accurately classify accreted and in situ stars between two galaxies with different merger histories.
Transfer Learning Experiments
To choose the best method of transfer learning for our particular application, we perform the following set of numerical experiments using m12i as the basis for the Arb.
-500 Figure 8 . The left panel shows the distribution of the network scores for the true accreted (black) and in situ (blue) test stars of m12f LSR0. Note that the stars that are truly in situ have network scores peaked towards 0, while those that are truly accreted have scores peaked towards 1. The orange and green arrows indicate two cuts on the network scores: S > 0.50 (orange) and S > 0.75 (green). For the example illustrated here, the scores are specific to a network where transfer learning was performed on the last layer using the ZM selection to derive labels. In the remaining panels, the orange and green lines show the normalized vR, v φ , and vz distributions of the stars with scores larger than the indicated cut. The thick black lines correspond to the distribution of the truth-level accreted stars, not just the ones passing the cuts. We see that cutting on a network score of 0.75 (green lines) better reproduces the truth distributions. To quantify the goodness-of-fit, we calculate the χ 2 for the vR, v φ , and vz distributions separately, and sum them together to get a total χ 2 . The lower the value of χ 2 , the better the network reproduces the truth distributions. For the case illustrated here, the χ 2 is a factor of 3 smaller for the green distributions, compared to the orange ones.
pre-training, and m12f as the mock "real" galaxy. As we have chosen to use 5-layer networks, there are multiple ways in which the weights of the different layers can be unfrozen to allow the network to specialize. We consider the following possibilities:
1. Update only first layer. This assumes that the generic network has already learned most of the relevant features, but that the input normalizations vary from catalog to catalog. Note that before feeding the data to the networks, the inputs have been normalized by the mean and variance of the m12i LSR0 data. By re-training the weights of the first hidden layer, the network can learn the normalizations specific to another galaxy.
2. Update only last layer. This option still assumes that all of the learned features are essentially the same, but that the final combination of these features that ultimately yields the optimal classification is different for the new galaxy. Re-training the network fixes the combination of high-level features learned in the pre-trained network.
3. Update the first and last layer. We also consider a combination of options two and three.
No transfer learning. As a means of comparison,
we provide results where the pre-trained network is used directly without updating any of the weights.
There is an additional aspect of the method that requires testing. The stars in the new galaxy that are used for re-training must be given a label. While we have access to truth-level information in the simulations, we obviously do not for the Milky Way. Therefore, we also test which of the traditional cut-based methods works best as a way to derive such labels. This allows us to evaluate whether it is better for the network to see more examples of truly accreted stars (while inherently mislabelling more in situ stars as accreted), or to use stars that have a much higher probability of being accreted (while incorrectly labeling many accreted stars as in situ).
We take the m12f LSR0 catalog to be our "real" data set. The initial pre-training uses a combined dataset of the LSR0, LSR1, and LSR2 catalogs of m12i for stars with δ / < 0.10, providing us with an initial training set containing 176,842,422 in situ stars and 1,427,323 accreted stars. In the transfer learning step, we use 200,000 randomly drawn stars from the m12f LSR0 catalog with δ / < 0.10 and measured radial velocities. The initial learning rate for the transfer learning training step is set to 10 −4 . Although the results are similar when using a larger initial learning rate, the overall performance suffers. The resulting networks derived for all the different transfer learning options are compared against a test set of 10,000,000 stars pulled from the larger m12f LSR0 dataset, i.e., these stars are not re- Figure 9 . The blue curve shows the sum over the χ 2 of the normalized vR, v φ , and vz distributions compared to all of the accreted stars in the test sample, normalized to the minimum value obtained. The x axis shows the cut value, where all stars with a network output larger than this are selected. The network was trained with transfer learning updating only the last layer and used the ZM labels. A cut of 0.75 gives the best overall fit. The red curve shows the purity of the resulting sample (and corresponds to the labels on the right axis). Tighter cuts on S result in a more pure sample, but may bias the resulting kinematic distributions when stronger than S ∼ 0.75. quired to have a line-of-sight velocity measurement.
We need a metric to evaluate which transfer learning approach is optimal. To this end, we compare the recovered distributions for the 3D velocities (v R , v φ , v z ) to the truth-level distributions. The left-most panel of Fig. 8 shows the network score for the truth-level accreted (black) and in situ stars (blue) for one example. In this case, the training labels for the m12f LSR0 set used for transfer learning were determined using the ZM selection and transfer learning was only performed on the last layer of the network. As desired, the network scores are peaked towards 1 for the truly accreted stars, whereas the in situ stars have scores peaked towards 0. The remaining panels in Fig. 8 show the normalized velocity distributions, where the thick-black line is the truth-level distribution for the accreted stars. The orange and green lines show all of the stars from the test set (not just the accreted stars) that have network scores greater than 0.5 and 0.75, respectively. The orange distributions do not match those of the accreted stars, yielding χ 2 values of 2.46 × 10 −2 , 2.12 × 10 −3 and 1.54 × 10 −3 for v R , v φ , and v z , respectively. In comparison, the χ 2 values for the green distributions are 4.38 × 10 −3 , 4.77 × 10 −3 , and 1.07 × 10 −3 . A cut on the network score of 0.75 yields a lower sum of these χ 2 values, χ 2 , by about a factor of 3. This suggests that cutting on a network score of 0.75 yields distributions that are closer to truth; this is clear from Fig. 8 where Table 6 . Results for a neural network trained on LSR0, LSR1, and LSR2 of m12i using only 5D kinematics as inputs.
We compare the results with and without transfer learning on m12f LSR0. When the transfer learning is performed, either the first layer is updated, or the last layer is updated, or both. In the transfer learning step, all truth labels are derived using either the VM or ZM selections, as defined in Sec. 3. χ 2 quantifies how similar the vR, v φ , and vz are to the truth-level distributions, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . For each transfer learning method, we determine the optimal cut on the network score, as described in the text. In general, the ZM selection with transfer learning performed by only varying the last layer does the best job at reproducing the kinematic distributions of the true accreted stars, i.e., it achieves the lowest χ 2 .
the green lines trace the black better than the orange lines do. This procedure suggests an operative definition of an optimal value for the cut on S, as shown in Fig. 9 . The blue line corresponds to the left axis, and shows χ 2 relative to the minimum value. The red curve (correspond to the right axis) shows the purity of the sample after making the cut. A cut of 0.75 minimizes χ 2 , while a tighter cut results in a more pure sample.
We repeat this procedure for each transfer learning and empirical labeling method, finding the optimal cut value on the network score using χ 2 in the same way for each case. The optimal cut value typically falls between 0.5 and 0.9 for each method. This optimal cut is not always close to unity, since although increasing the value of the cut increases the fraction of stars that are accreted in the final selection, doing so also biases the distributions. In other words, the selection of stars that are most easily identified as accreted do not reproduce the underlying full distribution of accreted stars. Figure 10 . A validation of the transfer learning procedure. The network is pre-trained on m12i LSR0 using 5D kinematics as inputs. The true 6D distributions of accreted stars that the network sees are depicted by the blue lines in each panel. Then, transfer learning is performed by updating the last layer of the network on m12f LSR1 using 200,000 stars that are labeled using the ZM selection; that is, they are labeled as accreted if |z| > 1.5 kpc and [Fe/H] < −1.5. Stars from m12f LSR1 that have a network score greater than 0.75 are then marked as accreted. Their distributions are indicated by the black dotted lines in the panels. For comparison, we also show the truth-level distributions for accreted stars in m12f LSR1 as the orange lines. The distributions of the stars selected by the network do an excellent job at reproducing the truth-level distributions for the accreted stars in m12f, even though the network was pre-trained on an entirely different galaxy with a different merger history. This result justifies our confidence that a network trained on simulation can be successfully applied to the Milky Way.
worse fits. This can be traced to the fact that the VM selection has large contamination from in situ stars, thereby negatively affecting the results. In addition, as this selection uses velocities (which as shown above are more important than spatial information), it has more potential to create a biased set. In contrast, the ZM selection label yields lower χ 2 values, likely because of the low false-positive rate of this method. As a result, we choose to use the ZM selection and only update the last layer the network.
8 Furthermore, we take the 8 It could be argued that performing transfer learning to get a 5% better fit is unnecessary, especially when it relies on using empirical labels to define "truth." However, we will find that the use of transfer learning is a critical step towards obtaining a optimal cut on the neural network output to be 0.75 so as not to bias the velocity distributions -any star with a network output greater than this will be labeled as accreted.
Transfer Learning Validation
The methodological decisions in our transfer learning regimen and the determination of the optimal cut value on the neural network output were justified by pre-training networks on m12i and then transferring and testing on m12f LSR0. The goal of this section is to valreliable catalog of real Milky Way stars. This will be discussed more in Sec. 8 where the actual catalog is presented. idate these choices. In particular, we will apply the machinery of the previous section to a different viewpoint within m12f, specifically LSR1. Truth-level information will only be utilized for computing performance metrics.
As before, we begin with the networks pre-trained on m12i. Next, we mock the dataset used for the transfer learning training step by randomly selecting 200,000 stars from the m12f LSR1 catalog with the requirement that they have δ / < 0.10 and a radial velocity measurement. Stars within this subset that have [Fe/H] < −1.5 & |z| > 1.5 kpc are assigned a label of 1, and the stars that do not pass this cut are labeled with 0. The inputs are rescaled according to Table 2 . The last network layer is then unfrozen and transfer training is performed.
The results are presented in Fig. 10 for all test stars in m12f LSR1 with δ / < 0.10. Note that we are able to plot the 6D information since we have access to the truth-level phase space. The blue lines are the distributions of the accreted stars in the m12i LSR0 catalog, depicting the shapes on which the network was pre-trained. The orange lines show the truth-level distributions for the accreted stars in m12f LSR1; these clearly differ in important ways from the m12i LSR0 distributions. The black, dotted lines display the stars from the m12f LSR1 catalog selected after the transfer learning. Importantly, the distributions of the stars that are identified as accreted by the network closely trace the truth-level distributions of m12f LSR1. This demonstrates that the network after transfer learning can successfully select accreted stars from a galaxy that is not the same as the one used in pre-training, even though the distributions of the two galaxies have distinct features. It is a little troubling that the network does classify some younger stars as accreted; however, this is a small fraction of the selected stars. As the network is only using kinematic information, it is hard to distinguish what is causing this selection.
Of the 10 million stars in the test set, only 163,727 are accreted. When using the cut of 0.75, there are 187,721 stars selected, of which 77,614 are accreted. The purity of the selection is 41%, comparable to the standard methods in Sec. 3, while the accreted selection efficiency is 47%. The cut value can be increased to get a more pure sample at the risk of biasing the distributions. If the cut is placed at 0.95 then there are only 35,495 stars selected, with 20,897 being accreted. This brings the purity to 59%. While this results in a selection efficiency of only 13%, this is better than any of the methods in Table 1 . These results are summarized in Table 7 .
This analysis has demonstrated that it is possible to classify accreted versus in situ stars using simulated data that has been processed to very closely resemble Gaia DR2. The optimized strategy relies on beginning S(star) > 0.95 59% 13% Table 7 . Test set of the m12f LSR1 catalog using stars with δ / < 0.10. The neural networks are trained on separate m12i galaxy simulations with truth-level information and then re-trained using only observable information from m12f LSR1. The optimal cut of 0.75 yields velocity distributions most similar to the truth-level accreted distributions, but only has a purity of 41%. This is comparable to the traditional methods listed in Table 1 . A stronger cut of 0.95 increases the purity, but decreases the fraction of accreted stars that are selected, and can bias the velocity distributions. This provides an estimate for the purity and efficiency expected when applied to Gaia.
with a network originally trained on simulated galaxies followed by the use of transfer learning to adjust the network by augmented training on real data. We conclude that it is reasonable to apply this method to the Gaia data, where the transfer training data set is taken from stars in Gaia DR2 that have been cross matched with spectroscopic surveys. Cutting on the neural network output (at the optimized value) yields a Gaia DR2 catalog of accreted stars with reasonable purity and unbiased kinematic distributions. Table 7 acts as an estimate of the performance we expect in the Gaia catalog. Finally, we note that with the large sample sizes considered here, there are examples of accreted stars that the network scores very low and also in situ stars that the network gives high scores. Unsurprisingly, we find that the accreted stars that the network thinks are in situ tend to have kinematics very similar to that of the disk. The in situ stars that get high scores tend to be either at larger distances from the galactic plane, or have large retrograde velocities.
DERIVING THE CATALOG
Having optimized our approach using mock catalogs, we turn to constructing neural networks that will be used to distinguish accreted from in situ stars within the real Gaia DR2 data. The number of stars in the Gaia DR2 release passing the various cuts are shown in Table 8 . The first stage of training utilizes the combined datasets for the three LSR catalogs of m12i. Then transfer learning is implemented by updating the weights of the last layer of the network by training on the crossmatched RAVE DR5-Gaia DR2 catalog (Kunder et al. 2017 ). There are 347,979 stars in the cross-matched catalog that have δ / < 0.1, a measurement of the line-of-sight velocity, and have iron abundance. We label any star that further passes a |z| > 1.5 kpc and [Fe/H] < −1.5 cut as a 1 for training; this cut yields Table 8 . The number of stars in the Gaia DR2 dataset.
Requiring a line-of-sight velocity measurement or metallicity (for example as a cross match with RAVE DR5) greatly reduces the number of available stars.
a total of 849 stars. Stars that do not pass this cut are labeled as 0. The distribution in the b-l plane for both sets of stars are shown in the top panel of Fig. 11 .
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Some resulting distributions for this training data are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 11 . Note that while the stars given a training label of 1 are relatively evenly distributed in velocity space (the left and middle panels), they are tightly clustered in the HR diagram (the lower right panel). We do not take extinction or reddening into account in the HR diagram (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). Additionally, the v R -v φ plot makes it clear that some of the training stars that are labeled as accreted have rotations that are consistent with the disk, even though they lie outside of the thin disk (by construction). This is important because it shows the network that accreted stars in the Milky Way can have disk-like rotations.
It is worth noting that the testing on mock data presented in Sec. 7 did not make an overwhelmingly compelling case that transfer learning is necessary. However, transfer learning has a much bigger impact when applied to Gaia DR2. As a cross-check, we performed the same analysis only using the pre-trained network, without transfer learning on the Gaia DR2 stars. Only 0.1% of the stars were selected as accreted, while the simulations suggest between 0.89-1.6% of the stars with δ / < 0.10 should be accreted. With the transfer learning, we select 0.91% of the stars. We interpret this result as implying that transfer learning allows the neural network to "unlearn" some hidden correlations among the star kinematics within the simulated datasets. One such potential effect is that each star particle in the simulation is used as a seed for many stars in the catalog, which could yield some unphysical correlations.
Validating on Milky Way Data
We perform one final validation of our approach, the results of which are presented in Fig. 12 . First, we split the crossmatched RAVE-Gaia dataset into thirds. Then we treat one of these thirds of the data as a test set, and we perform the transfer learning by training on the other two thirds. The resulting network is applied to the test set. Then, we repeat this procedure twice more by taking the pre-trained network and treating each of the other thirds as the test set. This allows us to maximize the statistics for validation while ensuring that the network has not seen any of the test stars when training.
As justified above, we classify any star with a neural network output score above 0.75 as accreted, while any star with a lower score is in situ. Some properties of this final validation are provided in Fig. 12 , which shows the resulting 1D distributions along the diagonal, with the stars labeled as in situ or accreted in blue or orange, respectively. Additionally, we show the distributions of the stars labeled by applying the ZM selection cuts. The in situ stars exhibit a distinct peak in the v φ distribution corresponding to the rotation of the disk. The stars labeled as accreted are roughly symmetric about 0 km/s in all three velocity components, as expected. Finally, the [Fe/H] distribution shows that the in situ stars tend to have larger metallicities than the accreted stars. Recall that the network is not provided with any metallicity information as an input. The metallicity distribution of the accreted stars identified by the network extends across the full observed range.
The remaining panels in Fig. 12 show 2D histograms of the ratio of the number of accreted stars to the number of in situ stars per bin. The bluest bins have a factor of 10 3 more in situ stars than accreted (or they contain no accreted stars). The orange bins have more accreted stars than in situ stars, where the largest ratio observed in any given bin is 10. These distributions reveal that the in situ stars dominate specific regions of phase space, while the accreted stars span a much larger range.
We interpret Fig. 12 as providing further validation that the kinematic network is working as expected. This provides confidence that our Gaia DR2 catalog of accreted stars will be physically meaningful.
A Catalog of Accreted Stars
Now we are finally ready to obtain the neural network used to generate the catalog. We again start by pre-training on simulation (the mix of all three LSRs within m12i with δ / < 0.10 and no v los requirements), and then perform transfer learning using the full RAVE DR5-Gaia DR2 cross-matched catalog as the training data, with labels determined by the ZM selection. Since we do not separate off a test set, we are not able to perform any validation tests of the final network. However, this choice has the benefit that it allows us to maximize our statistics during transfer learning to obtain the best possible performance for our ultimate Gaia DR2 catalog. After this last stage of training, the network is applied to every star within the Gaia DR2 catalog with δ / < 0.10, which yields ∼ 72 million total stars, as shown in Table 8 . Stars with a network score greater than 0.75 are called accreted and added to our catalog. This yields a total of 651,741 stars that are identified by the neural network as being accreted. The distributions are shown in Fig. 13 , and the resulting catalog is available by request to the corresponding authors. Fig. S5 in App. D provides the distributions of the stars marked as in situ for comparison.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have generated a catalog of stars identified by a neural network as having been accreted onto the Milky Way, as opposed to forming in situ. Extensive testing was provided to justify a methodology based on transfer learning methods. Pre-training was performed on a mixture of simulated mock Gaia data derived for three different viewpoints within the m12i galaxy from the Fire simulations. The last layer of this network was then unfrozen and allowed to re-train on RAVE-Gaia cross-matched data, where the training labels were derived with a traditional cut-based selection (specifically the ZM selection). The resulting network was applied to the subset of Gaia DR2 stars with small parallax errors, δ / < 0.10. Stars with a neural network score greater than 0.75 are tagged as accreted. The resultant catalog is available by request to the corresponding authors.
The testing performed above used mock Gaia catalogues generated from cosmological zoom-in hydrodynamic simulations. Within the simulations, we are able to derive "truth-level" labels for the stars using the merger tree history. We first explored how much information as measured by Gaia was necessary to accurately classify stars. This was a critical test since not every star in Gaia DR2 has been observed accurately enough to provide a complete measurement of its 6D phase space with small errors. From these explorations, it was found that using 5D inputs -l, b, parallax, Rave DR5-Gaia DR2 5D Kinematic Network Selection Figure 12 . Distributions of the stars in the RAVE DR5-Gaia DR2 catalog. The blue and orange lines denote stars labeled as in situ or accreted by the network using only 5D kinematics. The black-dashed lines show the distributions of the stars selected with the ZM selection method. The stars selected by the network have similar kinematic profiles, but extend to larger metallicities. The fact that these distributions agree with the expected halo distributions gives us confidence in our ability to derive a catalog of accreted stars for which we do not have access to a metallicity measurement. Stars within Gaia DR2 with δ / < 0.10. These stars have been identified as accreted by our neural network using 5D kinematics alone. While the HR diagram is shown, photometric information is not used in these selections. As expected for an accreted population, these stars are nearly uniformly distributed in the l, b plane. See Fig. S5 for the analogous figure for the stars classified as in situ.
pmra, and pmdec -both provides good classification accuracy and the ability to generalize from nearby stars with full 3D velocity measurements to those that are further away such that v los is unknown. In addition, we showed how transfer learning can be used to allow a network trained on one simulation to generalize to an independent simulation, using a small amount of local data for re-training. This local data does not need to have truth-level information, which would be unavailable for a real galaxy, but could be labeled using traditional cut-based techniques to identify accreted stars. Note that these traditional techniques can only be used for a small subset of the stars, since they often rely on either knowledge of the full 6D phase space, or spectroscopic measurements that require cross matching between Gaia DR2 and another dataset. We showed that using a more restrictive definition of accreted stars for labeling the stars during the transfer training worked better than a more inclusive definition, which justified our choice of the ZM selection (the requirement that |z| > 1.5 kpc and [Fe/H] < −1.5) for this purpose.
After identifying the specifics of our transfer learning methodology, we took the network pre-trained on the simulated galaxy viewpoints, and re-trained the network on the RAVE DR5-Gaia DR2 cross-matched catalog. The resulting network was then applied to the 72 million stars in the Gaia DR2 catalog that have parallax measurement errors of less than 10 percent. Of these, our network identifies 651,741 stars as having accreted onto the Milky Way. Because the network does not require full 3D velocity information, the number of identified stars is a factor of 21 larger than what would be possible using traditional (3D velocity-dependent) methods. This large increase in the number of stars allows for a much more detailed study of the halo structure and the history of the Milky Way. In a companion paper, (Necib et al. 2019a ), the catalog is used to reproduce known structures, such as Gaia Enceladus and the Helmi stream, and identify a new structure. The new structure is studied in more detail in another companion paper, (Necib et al. 2019b ), where we argue the new structure is the remnant of a merged dwarf galaxy. Our catalog is a new tool for performing Galactic archaeology that can be leveraged to unlock novel discovery potential thus far hidden within Gaia DR2. (Górski et al. 2005) , Keras (Chollet et al. 2015) , Matplotlib (Hunter 2007) , Numpy (van der Walt et al. 2011 ), pandas (McKinney 2010 , scikitlearn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) , scipy (Jones et al. 2001-) APPENDIX A. MACHINE LEARNING PRIMER AND GLOSSARY This paper exclusively relies on densely-connected feedforward neural networks (NNs). A neutral network is a flexible fitting function with a very large number of tunable parameters (in our case, tens of thousands) for which there exist efficient algorithms for the calculation of derivatives with respect to all parameters (Rumelhart et al. 1986 ). This provides a means of adjusting all the parameters in parallel in order to fit a provided dataset. This adjustment stage is known as training the network.
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The network is built out of many individual components known as nodes. Each node takes a linear weighted sum of inputs and passes it through an activation function to return an output,
Here x i is a vector of inputs and w i and b are adjustable parameters known as weights. (Sometimes separated into weights w i and bias b.) The activation function is part of the network specification and is what introduces non-linearity into the network. The choice of activation function is typically driven by considerations of computational simplicity and ability to provide for efficient training. In a feedforward NN, nodes are organized into layers, each of which take as inputs the output of the previous layer, with the inputs of the first layer being the data provided to the network. More explicitly, if the outputs of the nodes of the (l − 1)th layer are the vector x (l−1) j , the outputs of layer l will be x
(Activation functions written in this way are conventionally understood to be acting on each entry in a vector individually.) The length of the vector x (l) i is called the width of the lth layer. Thus, the action of an L-layer feedforward NN acting on inputs x (0) q and producing a single output can be written as
The network is termed densely-connected if no constraints are imposed on the weights, so that the connections between layers can be arbitrary. The power of this approach stems from the fact that as the width of a given layer increases, it approaches a universal function approximator (Cybenko 1989) . The weights of the NN are initialized according to some prescription. Training consists of a scheme for adjusting them with the use of a training set which consists of ordered pairs of inputs x i and labels y i indicating what the desired network output for the input data would be. This is done by means of a loss function, L(f (x i ), y i ), that compares the network output to the labels of the training data. Like the activation function, the choice of loss function is driven by the particular task being solved, subject to the constraint that the loss function should have its minimum when the label and the NN output agree. The choice of the binary cross entropy, Eq. (4), as our loss function is driven by its ability to efficiently penalize highly certain -but incorrect -classifications by our network, ensuring that such errors get corrected efficiently during training. (For example, such wrong classifications can give an arbitrarily large contribution to the binary cross entropy, despite the fact that the NN output is constrained to be between 0 and 1. This would not be the case if we used the mean-squared error (f (x i ) − y i ) 2 .) The adjustment of weights proceeds via gradient decent on the average loss of some part of the training set (sometimes called the empirical risk ). For a given weight w, the update from step t to t + 1 using N samples looks like
where η is known as the learning rate. With the large number of weights to be adjusted, an efficient algorithm for computing derivatives with respect to weights is critical to making this step computationally tractable. Even so, computing the loss of every sample in the training set for each weight update is inefficient, while also making it challenging to get out of local (pseudo-)minima. For these reasons, training is typically done via (some variant of) stochastic gradient decent, which reduces computation time and adds noise to the training step by computing derivatives with respect to smaller batches of samples. The training set is split into batches and for every batch the weights of the NN are updated as above, with a full set of updates over all batches (i.e., the full training set) constituting an epoch of training. To avoid overfitting to the training data, training is terminated not based on some metric with respect to the training set, but to a different validation set, while final results are typically benchmarked against a third test set.
Clearly there are many choices regarding the NN architecture, structure of the loss function, and training algorithm. Choosing these hyperparameters is largely an art, and in order to do this in as principled a way as possible, we performed extensive testing using the simulated data, varying the network size and other features until performance became saturated. This justified the choices made for the NN setup used in this work.
Here we summarize the key technical terms used throughout the paper:
Sample: One element in a dataset.
Batch: A set of N samples. During an epoch of training, each batch only updates the network parameters once.
Weights: The tunable parameters that determine the linear combination of inputs that are fed to a particular node from the nodes of the previous layer.
Activation function: The function that is applied to the linear combination of inputs that are fed to a particular node. Two common examples (both used in our architecture) are the rectified linear unit (ReLu) (max(0, x)) and the sigmoid ((1 + e −x ) −1 ).
Loss function: A function describing the goodness-of-fit for the model. Typically, a smaller loss indicates better results. The goal of training is to minimize the loss.
Learning rate: Controls the size of the change in the network weights for each update during training.
Training, test, & validation sets:
The available labeled data is divided into these three categories. The training set is used to minimize the loss function. The validation set is used as a cross check against overfitting. Specifically, we check that the loss function is not significantly lower when applied to the training data as opposed to the validation data. Finally, the test set is used to compute metrics such as the ROC curve. Typically, we take the test and validation datasets to be ∼ 10% each of the total labeled dataset.
B. ACCOUNTING FOR MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES
Given the finite resolution of Gaia, it is critical to incorporate the measurement uncertainties into our approach. Fortunately, the Fire mock catalogs include uncertainties in the "measured" phase space of the simulated stars. This provides us with the ability to test to what extent it is important to include these uncertainties when training the neural network. In Fig. S1 , three stars from the test set of m12i LSR0 are shown. The distributions are made by randomly sampling the stars over their uncertainties and then applying the given network 200 times. The pairs of distributions shown for each star correspond to the neural network outputs for two different approaches to training. The solid lines are computed using the network that was trained without any error sampling in the training step. In the left and middle panels, the network is very uncertain, and we see there is support across the entire range between 0 and 1. In the right panel, there is still support over a large range, although most of the random samples fall above a score of 0.5.
The dashed lines show the networks with the configuration used in this work, in which error sampling is included as part of the training step. Specifically, for each training epoch, a star in the training set is randomly sampled 20 times within its uncertainties. As the networks typically take around 50 epochs to finish training, the network ultimately sees around 1000 different random samplings per star. In the left panel, the star that the unsampled network was very uncertain about now has a strong preference for low network scores. In the middle panel, the network is still not very certain, but the star has lost support at scores as high as 1. In contrast to this, in the right panel, the star shifts to even larger network outputs after seeing many samples during training. We interpret this right panel as showing how a truth-level accreted star would be correctly classified by the network that was trained with error sampling, and would have been otherwise missed by the approach that did not include the impact of errors. Counts per bin Figure S1 . Each panel shows a star from the m12i LSR0 test set. Each of the three panels are computed by taking 200 samples of a single star, where the distribution is derived using the quoted uncertainties in the mock dataset. The dashed and solid lines show how the network output changes if it was trained with or without error sampling, respectively.
C. KINEMATIC + PHOTOMETRIC NETWORK RESULTS
In Sec. 5.2, we showed that the networks that had access to photometeric information as an input were not able to generalize from bright, well measured stars (i.e., those with 6D phase-space measurements) to dimmer stars without line-of-sight velocity measurements (i.e., those with 5D phase-space measurements). This implied that only training on real stars for which we could infer empirical labels (implying that they are nearby/bright) would not work for extending to a more general catalog. However, with transfer learning, we are able to train on simulated stars that which do not have a measurement of the line-of-sight velocity. This motivates constructing a catalog from a neural network that includes kinematic and photometric inputs. Figure S2 shows the results of training and testing kinematic + photometric networks on different viewpoints of the m12i galaxy, always using δ / < 0.10, such that the photometric distributions should be similar. Unlike the kinematic networks (Fig. 6) , the networks trained on multiple LSRs seem to always do better than training on either of the "wrong" LSRs alone. The fractional difference between the orange and purple lines is 8% and 12% at a false positive rate of 0.01, which is very similar to that of the kinematic networks. We conclude that although the photometic networks do not generalize well when extrapolating from brighter to dimmer stars, they do generalize as well as the kinematic-only networks when applied to different viewpoints.
Encouraged by these findings, we repeat the transfer learning methodology tests presented in Sec. 7 using 200,000 stars from m12f LSR0 that satisfy δ / < 0.10 and have radial velocity measurements. The ZM selection is again found to be the best empirical label for transferring the pre-trained networks while only updating the last layer of the network. The optimal cut value to match the truth-level accreted star velocity distributions is 0.9. When the method is validated against m12f LSR1, the results are consistent.
For the final classifier that will be applied to the real Gaia data, we start with the kinematic + photometric networks pre-trained on all of the stars from m12i LSR0, LSR1, and LSR2 with δ / < 0.10. Transfer learning is performed using the stars of the RAVE DR5-Gaia DR2 cross-matched catalog, using the optimal method discussed above to determine empirical labels. Overall, the network using photometric information identifies about half as many accreted candidate stars as does the network only using kinematics, 345k compared to 651k. In addition, the photometric network seems to have more contamination from disk stars than expected. For example, Figure S3 shows the subset of stars with 3D velocity measurements. The most concerning feature is that each of the distributions in the top panels has a peak consistent with the disk dynamics. In the middle panels, where the 2D velocity distributions of the selected stars are shown, we observe large densities in the same location as the peaks in the in situ stars. This is reminiscent In Situ Stars 10 0 10 1 10 2 Accreted Stars Figure S3 . Galactocentric velocity distributions of the two sets of stars in the Gaia DR2 dataset with small parallax errors and a measurement of the radial velocity as classified by the kinematic + photometric network. The 2 nd and 3 rd rows provide correlation plots for the stars labeled as accreted and in situ by the kinematic + photometric network, respectively. Many of the selected stars have kinematics similar to the disk.
of what is observed in Veljanoski et al. (2019) ; although their boosted decision tree did not select these specific stars, they did tag a collection of stars whose colors are consistent with metal-poor stars but have kinematics consistent with the disk. We interpret these peaks as telling us that the kinematic + photometric network is relying too heavily on the photometric information, which could be pointing to an inconsistency between the mock catalogs and the real Milky Way stars tagged as accreted by this network.
Finally, distributions for all of the stars within the Gaia DR2 dataset that have δ / < 0.10 and are classified by the kinematic + photometric network as accreted are shown in Fig. S4 . No coordinate transformations have been done, i.e., these are the distributions of the inputs that the network is provided with (other than to the HR diagram). Comparing with the similar results for the kinematic network shown in Fig. 13 , the kinematic + photometric network Figure S4 . Stars from the entire set of stars within Gaia DR2 with δ / < 0.10 that are classified as accreted by the kinematic + photometric network. See Fig. 13 for the analogous figure for the catalog derived using the kinematic network. selects many more stars at larger parallax and small proper motions. The distribution in the HR diagram is also more restricted, and in the l-b plane, there is certainly what looks to be a large disk-like component. We conclude that while there might be interesting features worth exploring within the catalog computed by the kinematic + photometric network, great care should be taken when interpreting any results inferred from it. Arb. Figure S5 . Stars within Gaia DR2 with δ / < 0.10. These stars have been identified as in situ by our neural network. The b distribution is strongly peaked at 0 and the l distribution is relatively flat, consistent with stars that make up the disk. See Fig. 13 in the main text for the analogous distributions of the stars classified as accreted.
